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This Female Man of God-Gillian Cloke 2003-09-02 This book is a study of the contribution of women to the development of the newly legitimate Christian church in the twilight of the Western Roman Empire. There are many women noted for the example of their life in this period, regarded amongst the luminaries of the day; but while their male mentors, the patristic authors have retained their fame, the women who surrounded and influenced them have all but disappeared from sight. The women themselves are partly to blame for this, for in order to be pious it made sense to disguise one's sex sometimes literally: Dr Cloke gives examples of those whose sex was discovered only after their death - they sought to become androgynous, a third sex before God. This book looks at a multitude of examples in some detail and takes an overview of the role of Christian women at this time. It should appeal not only to historians, classicists and theologians, but also to anyone who takes a general interest in the changing status of women over the the centuries.

This Female Man of God-Gillian Cloke 1995 This book is a study of the contribution of women to the development of the newly legitimate Christian church in the twilight of the Western Roman Empire. There are many women noted for the example of their life in this period, regarded amongst the luminaries of the day; but while their male mentors, the patristic authors have retained their fame, the women who surrounded and influenced them have all but disappeared from sight. The women themselves are partly
to blame for this, for in order to be pious it made sense to
disguise one's sex sometimes literally: Dr Cloke gives examples of
those whose sex was discovered only after their death - they
sought to become androgynous, a third sex before God. This book
looks at a multitude of examples in some detail and takes an
overview of the role of Christian women at this time. It should
appeal not only to historians, classicists and theologians, but also
to anyone who takes a general interest in the changing status of
women over the the centuries.
Coequal aand Counterbalanced-John D. Garr 2013-01-16 God
created woman and man so that they would be consubstantial and
coequal and that they would manifest perfectly counterbalanced
complementarity. The relationship of the two halves of humanity
was to be one of love, mutuality, and fulfillment. By recovering
the Hebraic understanding of God's blueprint for them, both
women and men can finally experience the relationship that God
designed to be heaven on earth; The God-Designed Two-in-One,
Coequal, Counterbalanced Partnership; Designer-Fashioned
Woman; Gender Self-Identity and Self-Fulfillment; Spare Ribs and
Afterthoughts? Marriage as Heaven on Earth. \Whatever your
race, ethnicity, gender, faith, or social status, this book and the
other volumes in this series will literally set you free from
misconceptions that have long perverted relationships between
women and men. As you reconnect with the Hebraic foundations
of your faith, you will rediscover God's original design for
humanity, and you will come to understand, respect, and honor
the different God-designed distinctives, preferences, and roles for
women and men that counterbalance and complement each other
in mutuality and love.
Men of Strength for Women of God-Frank LaGard Smith 1989 The
author presents a timely look at the biblical teachings regarding
the role of women and clearly establishes the evidence for the
principle of male spiritual leadership. He carefully analyzes the
roles, responsibilities, and privileges that belong to men and
women and shows God's reasons behind the differences.--

Publisher's description.

Man as Male and Female-Paul King Jewett 1975 This is a print on
demand book and is therefore non- returnable. Not without
justification, Christian theologians (most of whom have been men)
have been described as male chauvinists. But to the extent that
such an accusation is fair, Paul Jewett would argue, these
theologians are not living up to the genius of Christian theology.
That is the burden of this provocative new book. In Man as Male
and Female Professor Jewett sets forth and elaborates a full-orbed
theology of human sexuality. The key to it is embedded in
the Genesis account of creation. Not only are we told that Man is
created in God's image but also "male and female created he
them." The differentiation between the sexes, Jewett argues,
captures something of the trinitarian character of the Creator,
particularly the dimension of fellowship. What that means is that
the relationship of man to woman is one of partnership, not
hierarchy. Man and woman are properly related when they accept
each other as equals whose differences complement each other in
all areas of life. Quite a different view took hold as the religion of
the Old Testament developed. Man was seen as superior, women
inferior; man made the rules, woman obeyed them. Jesus made no
radical verbal challenge to that system. But his way of life and his
treatment of women, Professor Jewett argues, bespoke a profound
new theory, later given definite expression by the Apostle Paul:
"In Christ there is . . . no male and female." In response to those
who would quote Paul to support the other side, Professor Jewett
contends that Paul's practice simply did not always match his
profound and revolutionary insight. Interspersed among the steps
of Professor Jewett's careful theological study are fascinating
notes concerning questions like sex in the final eschaton, the
marital status of Jesus, the hatred of women in Western thought,
and the ordination of women.

Women and Men in Ministry-Robert L. Saucy 2001-05-01 The role
of women in the church is a debate that has raged within the church for much of the twentieth century. On one side are those who say there is no difference between men and women. On the other side are those who severely limit women who want to offer ministry to the church. Judith TenElshof and Robert Saucy take the middle approach. Believing that the modern views have denied the distinctions between men and women, the authors adopt a view called complementarianism. TenElshof and Saucy argue that while men and women are equal, God has given different roles to each and that these roles rely on each other to be fully effective.

Man in God's Plan-Nettie Mae Hart 1974
Feminine by Design-John D. Garr 2013-05-23 Women are he product of divine design, the exquisite creation tha God fashioned with careful, meticulous, and loving care. Understanding how and why God created woman enables both women and men to recognize the rightful contributions that God designed women to make for the welfare of humanity. Despite millennia of misguided efforts by men to control and dominate them, women were originally designed by God to be coequal with men and to have complete freedom to use any gift and to fulfill any role that he has given to them. That design is still God's ideal for the God-fashioned woman, and includes the following subjects: Designed to Be Feminine, Designed for Beauty, Designed for Purity and Modesty, Designed for Sexual Fulfillment, Designed for Nurture and Relationship, Designed for Freedom. Whatever your race, ethnicity, gender, faith, or social status, this book and the other volumes in this series will literally set you free from misconceptions that have restricted the roles of women. As you are reconnected with the Hebraic foundations of your faith, you will clearly understand God's original design and purpose for women, and you will begin to help remove obstacles that have kept women from assuming their God-given roles in the family, in society, and especially in the community of faith.
God and Women-JKohn D. Garr 2011-02-16 Since time immemorial, women have been the most consistently and universally abused people group on Planet Earth, as men in virtually every human culture have systematically, unrelentingly, and often violently dominated women. Unfortunately women of faith have also been virtually bound in chains of submission and gagged by demands for silence since the end of the apostolic era. God and Women brings serious biblical and historical scholarship to bear on the role of women in family, society, and church in an analysis of God's original intentions for women and for men at the moment when he created humanity. Whether you are a woman or a man, this book and the other volumes in this series will literally set you free, challenging you to think and to act on divine truths from the Hebraic foundations of your faith. You will clearly see God's original design and intent for women, and you will start tearing down prison walls that have deprived half of God's children of the freedom to pursue his gifts and calling in the family, in the society, and especially in the community of faith.

Man is Spiritual Woman is Holy-Phillip Bryant 2020-11-09 I think, therefore I am. I do, therefore I exist. To be is to do. We all live! Do we know who we are? Do we know who God is? Do we really know what man is to God and the connection between man and God? This book will give answers to some of the hard question. Most of all, know why woman exists. Most are afraid to say why God made woman. Truth and facts are in this book. Do not be afraid to read and gain knowledge that you have never had and never heard before. This book gives understanding w

Imago Dei: Man/Woman Created in the Image of God-George Hobson 2019-09-30 The question "What is human nature?" is in vogue today. Like everything else, this concept is being deconstructed in the context of the reigning ideology of individualistic materialism. Is there a fixed human nature, or is this simply a manipulatable social construct with no objective reference? This book says: "Yes, there is: the imago Dei:
man/woman created in the image of God." Hobson argues that this text from Genesis 1:26-28 is a God-given anthropological revelation that establishes the relational bond of human beings with their Creator and also with his creation, for which the imago equips us to be responsible stewards. Many of Hobson's essays were delivered as talks in parishes. They explore from multiple angles the import of the imago Dei for theological and sacramental reflection, apologetics, aesthetics, art, and, at a hands-on practical level, for pastoral counseling and inner healing. His texts, one of which opens with a discussion of genocide, contain incisive critiques of the dark side of modernity alongside wide-ranging demonstrations of the pertinence of the imago Dei to the current debates about human dignity and rights. His book is a ringing call to the church to take the measure of the value of this anthropological revelation for its proclamation of the gospel.

Woman Without Limits-Daisy Osborn 1990 I find no proof in God's redemptive plan that a woman is any more limited in Christ's ministry than a man is. I see no Biblical evidence. That a woman has any less value to God in public or private Christian ministry than a man has; That the promises, teachings and commands of Chris are not addresses to women the same as they are to men; That a woman should be any more restrained or repressed in sharing the gospel with hurting humanity than a man is; That the gifts and power of the Holy Spirit are any more limited or less effective in a woman's life than in a man's. God is spirit. You and I are His body, His hands to touch with, His eyes to see through, His feet to walk with, His heart to love through, His ears to hear with, His arms to embrace with. Bible believing women all over the world are awakening to their unmitigated stature in the body of Christ and to their equality in God's redemptive plan.

On Strike Against God-Joanna Russ 1985 Joanna Russ's On Strike Against God is remarkable for its deft intertwining of many themes: not only the overt one of coming out, but many intricately
(and inevitably) interlaced stories of alienation, a search for community and rebellion against how our society defines women. Wisdom is a Woman-Heidi Lee 2013-08-12 Wisdom is a woman. That is not just my opinion or some new academic theory. Wisdom is a woman because the Bible tells us so. It tells us that wisdom is more than just a benefit or a characteristic. In the Bible, wisdom is sometimes a person. When so personified, wisdom is always a woman. Sometimes she is Lady Wisdom. Sometimes she is Madame Insight. Most often she goes incognito; yet the shadow she casts is always a female form. Perhaps it is this very tendency to eschew the spotlight that has allowed us to overlook her for so long. It has not helped that pastors, theologians, and Bible scholars have historically been men. And much of Scripture chronicles God’s interaction with men, not women. But what if this centuries-long focus of and on men has had a subtle influence on Christian orthodoxy? What if some passages in Scripture remain unexplored, as undisturbed as the thick layer of dust that covers the top of every refrigerator in America? Wisdom Is a Woman examines just such dust-laden biblical passages. This is a journey of discovery that helps us look at things we thought we knew with fresh eyes. Luckily for us, we do not take this journey into dusty cupboards and overgrown gardens alone. Our guide throughout is Lady Wisdom, a formidable dame who knows every stone, tree root, and hidden pitfall along the way. She will take us back to the very beginnings of our world. We will focus for a time on Biblical women, from Eve to Priscilla. We will examine women in a general sense, looking for clues in our study of wisdom. We will visit the Proverbs 31 woman and tour Lady Wisdom’s academy. Our journey will compare the lives and work of two wise Biblical men and end with a step-by-step correlation between women and wisdom.

Woman, Man, and God in Modern Islam-Theodore Friend 2012 Award-winning historian Theodore Friend recently set out alone across Asia and the Middle East on a quest to understand
firsthand the life situations of women in Indonesia, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Iran, and Turkey. Woman, Man, and God in Modern Islam recounts Friend's remarkable journey and relates hundreds of encounters and conversations with people he met along the way. Commingling a deep respect for Islam and his faith in the potential of women to change their worlds, Friend presents an open, exploratory outsider's perspective on women in five very different Islamic cultures timely fare for all who wish to broaden their world horizons.

The Female Face of God in Auschwitz-Melissa Raphael 2003-09-02 The dominant theme of post-Holocaust Jewish theology has been that of the temporary hiddenness of God, interpreted either as a divine mystery or, more commonly, as God's deferral to human freedom. But traditional Judaic obligations of female presence, together with the traditional image of the Shekhinah as a figure of God's 'femaleness' accompanying Israel into exile, seem to contradict such theologies of absence. The Female Face of God in Auschwitz, the first full-length feminist theology of the Holocaust, argues that the patriarchal bias of post-Holocaust theology becomes fully apparent only when women's experiences and priorities are brought into historical light. Building upon the published testimonies of four women imprisoned at Auschwitz-Birkenau - Olga Lengyel, Lucie Adelsberger, Bertha Ferderber-Salz and Sara Nomberg-Przytyk - it considers women's distinct experiences of the holy in relation to God's perceived presence and absence in the camps. God's face, says Melissa Raphael, was not hidden in Auschwitz, but intimately revealed in the female face turned towards the other as a refractive image of God, especially in the moral protest made visible through material and spiritual care for the assaulted other.

Fashioned to Reign-Kris Vallotton 2013-08-15 It's Time for a Revolution In the Garden, woman was taken out of man to stand by his side and co-reign with him. But Satan's schemes have
robbed women of their rightful identity, disempowering and defacing them. The world aches for God's original partnership to be brought into balance once more--and it can be. Join Kris Vallotton for an extraordinary journey of eye-opening insight, including: God's true plan and purpose for women • Jesus' radical teachings and care for women • men's important role in restoring women • the true meaning of difficult Bible passages about women • examples of women in leadership as God intended God fashioned women to reign alongside men. Jesus set women free to be beautiful and powerful. It's time for us, as daughters and sons of the King, to rule together in glory again. Will you join the revolution? "We have failed to realize that Jesus founded the women's liberation movement more than two thousand years ago. Isn't it high time His Church led the revolution?"--Kris Vallotton "Off the charts. Worthy to be read and studied by all. You won't be able to put it down."--Patricia King, founder, XP Ministries "Read, weigh and embrace the spirit, truth and heartbeat of this book. This biblical approach rightly addresses unright arguments of strained interpretations. Such balance and beauty make sense and offer wisdom. I say, 'Amen!'"--Pastor Jack Hayford, chancellor, The King's University, Dallas/Los Angeles "This profound work is a must-read for men and women alike; it has the potential to instill courage in the hearts of men and give women permission to dream again."--Bill Johnson, senior leader, Bethel Church, Redding, California; author, The Essential Guide to Healing and When Heaven Invades Earth "Finally, a biblical perspective that encourages women to remain themselves and still take their God-given places of leadership."--Stacey Campbell, author, Praying the Bible; co-founding pastor, New Life Church, Kelowna, British Columbia "This compelling work will elevate your awareness, challenge some presuppositions and invite you to grow in the grace of the Lord Jesus."--Dr. Mark J. Chironna, Church On The Living Edge, Mark Chironna Ministries, Orlando, Florida "This must-read will empower you to regain your identity..."
that Satan stole and live the life God created you to live."--Cynthia Brazelton, pastor, Victory Christian Ministries International "I deeply enjoyed diving into the Bible with Kris as my guide to find out what God really says about men and women. It has enhanced my understanding of who I am as a woman and inspires me to instill that in the young women around me. This book is about truth and therefore would be great written by anyone. However, I realized that the fact that it was written by a man, and it is a man calling me into my divine design, brought a deeper level of healing than I'd anticipated and sent me on a journey digging deeper into God's heart. I recommend it for all!" --Revival Magazine "Fashioned to Reign considers the everlasting deception Christians face regarding women's role and purpose: a deception fostered by evil and which is not of God's plan. The disempowerment of women was the devil's idea - and God's true plan for women is very different. Woman was, in fact, designed to stand by man's side and reign with him, not under him - and Fashioned to Reign covers God's ultimate intention for women. Packed with scripture and information throughout, Fashioned to Reign is a powerful analysis perfect for any Christian collection." - -Midwest Book Review

Between Woman, Man and God-Hagith Sivan

2004-06-01 At the heart of the Exodus is a recitation of the Decalogue, a "contract" between Yahweh and Israel that inscribes Israel into the fabric of human societies while emphasizing its uniqueness through Yahweh. According to the demands of the Decalogue, manhood entails the avoidance of stealing, killing, and coveting, not to mention apostasy and violation of the Sabbath and other men's property. What, then, would be the essence of womanhood, if different? Is there an exclusion of women from active participation in the Sinaitic theophany and, consequently, from active sharing of responsibility and identity? How ethically normative are the Ten Commandments? And, in terms of the present study, how gender specific are they? This study reclaims
the encoded voice of womanhood, or rather the code of women as one crucial key for comprehending the ancient Israelite mind. By selecting female characters' narratives as interpretative clues for the "law", this book presents a reading of the Decalogue at three levels: legal, behavioral and representational.

Woman-Joanne Krupp 1999 This book examines every major passage in the Bible on the subject of God's plan for women. It refutes the traditional teaching of husbands having authority over their wives and of a limited role for women in the Church. It biblically releases women to become all that God intends them to be as equal partners in the home and the Church. The conclusions of this book need to be prayerfully considered by all - men and women.

Man, Woman, and God-Christopher Alan Anderson 2012-09-01
This writing presents to man find a new conception and definition of "God" based on man and woman balance (procreative love). It includes four separate works: The Community of Man and Woman; The Eternal Marriage; I Carry the Cross, too: The Completion of the Message of Jesus Christ; and Man, Woman, and God. "The new theology of creative balance presents us with a new Trinity. The new Trinity is comprised of God the Father and God the Mother, their interaction (love) together creating the holy (pure) child. It is balanced. We leave behind the old Trinity of God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Spirit. We leave it behind because it did not place male and female in the position of co-creator with their other half." Man, Woman, and God: Four Collected Works

Author Bio: Christopher Alan Anderson (1950 - ) received the basis of his education from the University of Science and Philosophy, Swannanoa, Waynesboro, Virginia. He resides in the transcendental/romantic tradition, that vein of spiritual creativity of the philosopher and poet. His quest has been to define and express an eternal romantic reality from which a man and a woman could together stand in their difference and create a living universe of procreative love. Mr. Anderson began these
writings in 1971. The first writings were published in 1985. On a personal note, when Mr. Anderson was asked to describe the writings and what he felt their message was he responded, "Spiritual procreation. Mankind has yet to distinguish the two sexes on the spiritual level. In this failure lies the root of our problems and why we cannot yet touch the eternal together. The message of man and woman balance brings each of us together in love with our eternal other half right now." keywords: Theology, Creative Balance, God, Trinity, Father And Mother, Holy Spirit, Procreative Love...

Our God's Masterful Creation Man-Shah 2019-09-10 If you want to know how our Lord God has made man, male and female--the most wonderful creation of His--then please pick up and buy this book. Share it with your friends, whether they believe in God or not, or whatever religion they are! Dr. Shah has been practicing medicine for fifty-eight years, with many medical (worldly!) degrees--including M.B.B.S., B.Sc., F.C.A.P., F.A.S.C.P., F.A.A.O.A., F.A.I.A.I., A.B.E.M.--and has been a BORN-AGAIN CHRISTIAN since 1987. He loves to evangelize and spread the gospel at every opportunity he gets. When you buy this book, you will ALSO GET 2 FREE E-BOOKS by the author. Please look inside for information about the e-books. These two free e-books can be translated into any major language of the world. YOU GET 3 BOOKS FOR THE PRICE OF 1 BOOK. WOW, WHAT A BLESSING!

Split Image-Anne Atkins 1987 Discusses how the Biblical image of man and woman has been split into competing sexual roles, and urges a fresh approach to Biblical teaching that shows how men and women are equal, different, and interdependent

New-Church Messenger- 1912

God Made Male And Female-Deborah Lee, Sr 2020-07-09 In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. When we read the book of Genesis chapter 1& 2 in the KJV we will find the whole story of how the world began. What stuck out to me is when God made man in His image and likeness Chapter 2:7 And
the LORD God formed man out of the dust of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; and man became a living soul. This was the first creation of a human being (Man). As we read further in this chapter to vs 18 And He (God) said, it is not good that man should be alone; I will make him an help meet for him. Vs 21 And the LORD God caused a deep sleep to fall upon Adam, and he slept: and He (God) took one of his (Adam) ribs, and closed up the flesh instead thereof; vs22 And the rib, which the LORD God had taken from man, made he a woman, (God's second creation a woman) and brought her unto man. Vs 23 And Adam said, This is now bone of my bones, and flesh o my flesh: she shall be called Woman, because she was taken out of Man. Vs 24 Therefore shall a man leave his father and his mother, and shall cleave unto his wife; and they shall be one flesh. This is the sanctity (a state or quality of being holy, sacred, or saintly, godliness) of what God intended for a man and a woman. And this is what I will be introducing throughout this book the way God intended for not only the way the world suppose to be like but the intent of a male and Female as God guides me.

Understanding the Purpose and Power of Women-Myles Munroe 2018-05-08

Women of every culture and society are facing the dilemma of identity. Traditional views of what it means to be a woman and changing cultural and marital roles are causing women conflict in their relationships with men. Women are under tremendous stress as they struggle to discover who they are and what role they are to play today--in the family, the community, and the world. In this expanded edition of Understanding the Purpose and Power of Women, now with helpful study questions following each chapter, best-selling author Dr. Myles Munroe examines societies' attitudes toward women and addresses vital issues such as: Are women and men equal? How is a woman unique from a man? What does the Bible really teach about women? Is the woman to blame for the fall of mankind? What are the purpose and design of the woman? Should women be in
leadership? What is a woman's basic communication style? What are a woman's emotional and sexual needs? What is a woman's potential? To live successfully in the world, women need a new awareness of who they are and new skills to meet today's challenges. Whether you are a woman or a man, married or single, this book will help you to understand the woman as she was meant to be.

Fully Alive-Dr. Larry Crabb 2014-06-17 What makes a man masculine? A woman feminine? Did God design the two genders so differently? If so, why? The answers to these questions will free women and men to gladly embrace all that it means to be fully alive as gendered bearers of God's image who can profoundly impact others for good by the way they relate. Author and psychologist Dr. Larry Crabb presents a biblically grounded understanding of gender uniqueness. His illustration of a bridge of connection shows how the two genders can relationally come together in God-revealing harmony as they celebrate their God-designed uniqueness. Readers will discover that God created male and female to relate in gender-specific ways to make a difference in others by displaying God's relational character. Crabb clearly shows men and women what it means to live fully alive as feminine women and masculine men.

Morning light [afterw.] The New-Church weekly- 1884

Old Woman, Young Man Part II - Why They Belong Together-Rasa Von Werder 2019-01-02 THIS IS A BOOK ABOUT FEMALE EMPOWERMENT, MATRIARCHY, FEMALE SUPERIORITY-WHY PATRIARCHY IS WRONG & WHY WOMEN MUST TAKE OVER THE FAMILY & THE WORLD-A SMALL PERCENT OF MEN TOOK OVER THE WORLD BY FORCE, VIOLENCE & MURDER & HAVE KEPT THE MAJORITY-MALE, FEMALE & ANIMALS, UNDER CONTROL THROUGH UNJUST WARS, UNJUST LAWS, INTIMIDATION & LIES-LEADING GENETICIST DR. BRYAN SYKES SAID HUMAN MALES ARE A 'GENETIC MODIFICATION THAT DID NOT WORK' & THEREFORE NATURE IS REMOVING
Man and Woman, One in Christ-Philip Barton Payne 2009 Man and Woman, One in Christ demonstrates that careful exegesis of Paul’s letters affirms the full equality of men and women in the church and in the home. Exploring the entire Pauline corpus, Philip Barton Payne injects crucial insights and cultural backgrounds into the discussion of Paul’s statements regarding women.

The Female Side of God-Charlotte Williams 2010-03-25 Praise for The Female Side of God Once you begin reading this book, you will not be able to put it down. But let me caution you not to read this book too quickly. You will want to take some time to savor the wisdom and healing that flow from these pages. What you are about to read will challenge you, disturb you, and in some cases, infuriate you. But ultimately, you will be transformed by the power of God’s love and the possibilities it opens for those who put their trust in Him. As you read, you will recognize yourself, your mother, sister, or best friend in this book, and realize that there is a tender healing for you as well. Joyce N. Hill, Editor God’s image, man’s image?- 1983

THE WORDS OF THE LORD JESUS.-RUDOLF STIER 1859

Patterns of Women’s Leadership in Early Christianity-Joan E. Taylor 2021-02-18 This authoritative collection brings together...
the latest thinking on women's leadership in early Christianity. Featuring contributors from key thinkers in the fields of Christian history, it considers the evidence for ways in which women exercised leadership in churches from the 1st to the 9th centuries CE.

Living In A Man's World-Bonita Joyner Shields 2013-09-17 “What is it that makes both men and women think that in order to be equal, they must deny that any differences between them exist?” No one will argue that men and women approach life differently. Shields uses her life experiences to take a thoughtful, biblical, and often humorous approach to addressing some of these differences, helping men and women embrace them, and building a bridge in the dialogue between the genders. She also includes questions at the end of each chapter to facilitate that dialogue.

Living in a Man’s World contains valuable insights with which I can personally identify. Very tricky of her to write a book about the female experience from a distinctly feminine perspective, and in a feminine voice to pound home in many of the lessons learned how much of our common thread of human experience has no real gender. - Tom Wetmore, Attorney

I appreciated the non-male-bashing dialogue in Living in a Man’s World! It makes the book easy for both genders to read, even read together. - Khelsea Bauer, University Student

While Living in a Man’s World is not primarily about women in ministry, it serves to advance that conversation. After reading it, you will know and understand more about God's calling of women. Living in a Man’s World is loving and balanced and biblical. - Tim Lale, Writer and Editor

Living in a Man’s World is fantastic! It’s very easy to read, and I loved the flow between the chapters. . . . I do believe this book will help the gender relationships in the church. - Jennifer Deans, Pastor

God, What Happen to Our Good Men!-Rina L. Williams 2010-03-18 This book is about my life as a woman who wanted to have a good man but could not find one on my own. I am a single
mother with four children who had a horrible past that infected my thinking pattern towards men in general. Some folks with this type of insecurity go and see therapist, but decide to consult God about this issue. In result of finding God I found the truth why many of women are single, and the main reason is that we hold on to a lot of hurt that mess with our mind and thinking. When I began to contact God for myself, when I was out the sight of church, my family, and friends I was faced alone in the mirror with myself. And as I confront issue that was pulled up by seeking God it showed me the true answer to what I and many women ask God. What happen to the good men, is a book about my life that will inspire some and encourage other but important give you courage to face you. I also show the importance of why having a relationship with God for yourself is necessary. And in the end you will see that God's yoke is easy, and burden is light. When I tried to find a good man on my own, I was picking the wrong one because of me, not the men. But when I finally decide to detach myself from my own issues and come outside myself I got free and love found me.

How Women Help Men Find God-David Murrow 2008-05-06 Help for women to understand men's spiritual needs, why today's church doesn't meet them, and how to successfully point them to God. Women don't understand men's spiritual needs but they want to and desperately need to know what they can do (and should not do) to keep their men engaged at church. In the follow-up to his bestselling Why Men Hate Going to Church, author David Murrow speaks directly to women to help them understand the real reasons men resist Christianity. He offers a way of talking about faith that intrigues men instead of repels them and then challenges them to bring more risk and adventure to their own walk with the Lord.

The Bible in the Light of Nature, of Man, and of God-Alexander Chisholm 1891

God Planted the Tree-Vera Conyers 2010-11-22
History of the Church of God-Cushing Biggs Hassell 1886
Man and Woman He Created Them-Pope John Paul II 2006 A new critical translation of Pope John Paul II's talks on the Theology of the Body by the internationally renowned biblical scholar Michael Waldstein. With meticulous scholarship and profound insight, Waldstein presents John Paul II's magnificent vision
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